Looking for a unique, personalized group experience? Join us at the Midtown Global Market in Midtown Minneapolis!
When my family moved to Minnesota, I immediately fell in love with the Market. I loved the energy and the community atmosphere. It was very similar to the bazaars I had known in Iran.

Leila Kamalvand,
Leila’s Brow Arts
ABOUT OUR TOURS

• Tours accommodate groups of 5 to 45
• Pricing per person varies depending on elective experiences and group size
  Cost per person = $20 - $75
• Learn more about the Midtown Global Market and our tours: midtownglobalmarket.org/tours

GROUP TOUR OPTIONS

1. **Personalized Historical Tour of the Market and Campus**
   Cost per 20 people = $50

2. **Chef Led Food Demonstration with Live Q & A**
   Cost per 20 people = $150
   Class size limited due to space. Back-to-back classes or multiple classes offered to accommodate larger group sizes.

Choose from the following or combine if you’d like!
• Arepa Bar (Venezuelan Cuisine)
• Pham’s Rice Bowl (Vietnamese Cuisine)
• Manny’s Tortas (Mexican Cuisine)
• Moroccan Flavors (Moroccan Cuisine)
• Oasis Market (Mediterranean Cuisine)
GROUP TOUR OPTIONS

3. Market Scavenger Hunt
Cost = Complimentary

4. Personalized Group Dance Lessons
   Cost per 20 people = $150 (30 minute experience)
   Class size limited due to space. Back-to-back classes for larger groups offered.
   • Latin Dance with Rene Thompson: Demo, engagement & history of Salsa Dancing

GIFT CARDS

Purchase our convenient Gift Cards. Allow your guests a chance to purchase the foods and gifts of their choosing. We suggest a minimum of $20 per person to purchase a full meal and beverage.

PRIVATE MEETING SPACES

We also have private spaces for up to 45 people at varied costs.
Cost: Varies depending on inclusion of food, beverage and time of day.

We look forward to creating an experience your group will never forget!
MIDTOWN GLOBAL MARKET

Midtown Global Market is located at 920 East Lake Street in Minneapolis. It is an internationally-themed public market offering groceries, great food, services, and unique gifts.

Midtown Global Market is owned by two non-profit entities: the Cultural Wellness Center and the Neighborhood Development Center, and serves as a small business incubator whose mission is to provide access and opportunity for aspiring entrepreneurs.

Together these entities make up a dynamic community gathering place that highlights the talent, ambition and cultural assets that characterize its neighborhood, contributing to its economic and social fabric.

MIDTOWNGLOBALMARKET.ORG